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				COMBAT RESULTS TABLE
Die Roll	Combat Odds
A	B	1:4	1:3	1:2	1:1	3:2	2:1	3:1	4:1	5:1	7:1

6	1	D	DR	DR	DR	DR	DR	X/2	DE	DE	DE
5	2	DAE	DW	DW	DW	DW	DR	DR	X/2	DE	DE
4	3	AE	DAE	D	D	DW	DW	DR	DR	X/2	DE

3	4	AE	AE	DA/2	-	D	DW	DW	DR	DR	X/2
2	5	AE	AE	AE	DA/2	-	D	DW	DW	DR	DR
1	6	AE	AE	AE	AE	DA/2	-	D	DW	DW	DR

Final attacking odds less than 1:4 are not allowed.  Odds can be no greater than 7:1.  Any defending Undisrupted German units and Russian korps adjacent to both to attacking units and friendly defending units those are attacking must be attacked.  The German player may choose to lower his odds to a 2:1 probe.  

COMBAT RESULTS DEFINITIONS:
·	DE = Defenders ELIMINATED.
·	X/2 = Half Exchange - attacker losing units with attack factors at least equal to half the modified defense factors, fractions rounded up for all attacking Russians and for Germans attacking in(to) Russian territory.  Otherwise, for attacking Germans, fractions rounded down:  i.e., .5 -> 0.  Becomes DE against an already Disrupted unit.
·	DR = Defenders ROUTED and Disrupted and must be withdrawn 0-2 as attacker chooses - route determined by defender.
·	DW = Defenders WITHDRAWN 1-2 hexes, as defending player chooses.  For Germans and Guards Russian units, they are not Disrupted if withdrawn only 1 hex, but are Disrupted if retreated 2.  Other Russian units, are Disrupted.
·	D = All Defending Units DISRUPTED.  A defending German player - only - may instead voluntarily choose to retreat 1 hex and not be Disrupted, or 2-3 hexes and be Disrupted, and Russian attacking units must then advance at least into the vacated hex.
·	- = No effect against either side.
·	DA/2 = The D result, but attacking units having half the total attack factors (fraction rounded up) are ELIMINATED.
·	AE = Attackers (equal to defense factors) ELIMINATED.

Disruption:  A Disrupted unit may not operationally move or attack.  When Disrupted, an infantry/rifle or cavalry unit with a NATO symbol is faced toward the enemy.  Mobile units having tank, halftrack, and truck icons are instead flipped to their smoking/damaged side.  Combat results against defending Disrupted units are individually read 1 odds column higher.  Note differing times of Recovery from Disruption.

Retreats and Advances after Combat:  A defending unit cannot retreat into a hex adjacent to a hex it was attacked from, unless there is a friendly unit in the hex and that is not under an as yet unresolved ground-attack itself.  If a unit cannot retreat, it is eliminated by a DR (but only Disrupted by a DW) result.
The attacker must advance (if legally possible) attacking units at least equal in strength to the defenders into the vacated hex, if they retreat.  Tank and (pure) panzer units may advance 2 hexes through it, if the defenders are eliminated or following the path of a defender retreating more than 1 hex.  Units tactically advance regardless of Enemy Zones Of Control - see below.  No Retreat!:  In any individual battle, the Defender may give some or all his units No Retreat! orders, with the previously described combat results.


Defensive Terrain Bonuses - cumulative:
·	Forests? :-)
·	Rivers:  Units defending behind rivers get a 1-column shift down in the combat odds, If more than half of the attack factors are attacking cross-river.
·	German defense zone hexes:  The frontline hex-side of each German defense zone hex has the defensive combat factor one garrisoning German infantry unit in it - be it fortified or not and Disrupted or not.  Attacking a garrisoning German unit itself across only the frontline gives that unit +2 defense factors.  It receives no such bonus when attacked from another defense zone hex.  Russian units may only enter a defense zone hex across its frontline hex-side on a tactical advance or may normally cross that into a defense zone hex if there is no garrisoning German unit left in the zone and contiguous to the zone hex entered.  An attacking Russian unit is not otherwise obligated to attack an empty, adjacent German defense zone's frontline hex-side.  Russian ZOCs do not extend inwardly across German defense zone frontline hex-sides for any purpose, ever.
·	Russian side of the 25Nov42 frontline:  Each frontline hex-side has an intrinsic defense strength of 2 if only attacke across it, and DAH and DHX are in effect for all German attacks in (initially) Russian territory.
·	Cities and Towns:  In cities, each rifle/infantry unit and/or the complete 14. PGD gets +1 factor on defense.  In towns, any one such eligible unit receives that bonus.

Fortification:  Instead of moving or attacking, an Undisrupted rifle/infantry unit may - at the very start of the owning player's player-turn - be flipped over and fortified, making it 1 or 2 defense factors stronger.  If a unit attacks or moves out of its fortification voluntarily/operationally or involuntarily - retreating - it immediately loses its fortified status.

Stacking limit:	
The Germans may have 2 divisions in a hex - only one of which may be a panzer division - and 2 ("a" and "b") kampfgruppen from the same division count as only 1 division - plus a kampfgruppe.  (Thus, the Germans could stack an infantry division (or the 2 kampfgruppen of the 14. PGD) along with a panzer division plus another kampfgruppe.)  The Russians may have 3 units in a hex if 1 is a tank brigade, and there may only be 1 korps.  Units may not exceed stacking limits when moving, and if they would do so when tactically retreating, they are eliminated.
Operational Movement and/vs. Attacks:  During initial Operational Movement, infantry/rifle units can move 2 hexes to attack, while tank, mechanized, cavalry, motorized rifle, panzer, and panzer grenadier - mobile - units may move 3 to do so, reflecting the hard going in the snow and forest.  Moving from one connected road hex to another costs mobile units only 1/2 movement hex.  For all units, there is an Operational Movement Bonus of 2 additional hexes if not attacking.
Zones of Control:  The hexes adjacent to a defending unit (into which it could legally move) are its Zones Of Control - hereafter ZOCs.  Russian brigades and unfortified divisions' ZOCs can block supply if not occupied by a German unit but cannot stop German movement.  (A fortified Russian division does have an active ZOC.)  If a unit moves into the active ZOC of an enemy unit, it must stop and move no further.  A unit may not move from one active EZOC into another of the same enemy unit, with the following exception.
Minimum 1-hex movement - in all cases:  An Undisrupted unit may always make a 1-hex move onto a hex which is at that moment occupied by a friendly unit - even if that unit has just arrived or, if already there at the start of the phase, immediately departs thereafter.  Also, an Undisrupted unit may always make a 1-hex move out of one Undisrupted enemy unit's unoccupied ZOC into a different enemy unit's unoccupied ZOC.

Supply:   Worry about it!  :-(
A supply line is a line of hexes back to a supply source, none of which are through an enemy ZOC, unless that is occupied by a friendly unit.  A supply sources is the nearest hex of any combination of unblocked - by enemy units or their ZOCs not occupied by a frendly unit - road and rail lines running back to a mapboard edge hex under friendly control at the start of the game.  An initially friendly mapboard edge itself can be a supply source too.
A unit is in full supply, if its supply line is is no more than 4 hexes long.  A unit is rationed, if its supply source is no more than 8 hexes long.  A unit is isolated, if it cannot trace a supply line sufficiently short or at all.
Effects:  A rationed unit's operational movement (to attack) is 1 hex (plus the 2-hex OMB).  Combat odds shift 1 column against it, both on attack and defense, if it is rationed at the moment of combat.  An isolated unit cannot operationally move - unless it is a pure infantry/rifle unit, in which case it may only move its OMB - or attack, and attacking odds are shifted 2 columns against it.  Except for any one unit in Rzhev or Gzhatsk, an isolated unit is Disrupted during its Sustained Supply Status Determination Phase, and if it is already Disrupted, it is eliminated.
A unit is considered "in (some sort of) supply," if it is in full supply or rationed.

Setup and 1st Turn:   I think Zhukov should be on the north side of the board, and von Kluge should be on the southern side.
  One German infantry division is set up - Undisrupted and presumably fortified - in each of the 21 defense zones, and von Kluge positions his panzer and panzergrenadier kampfgruppen anywhere he wishes within the salient.  The unsplit panzer divisions are initially off-board to be brought into the game  (in reverse numerical sequence) as reinforcements, if the German player so wishes.
  The Russian units are then deployed on the Russian side of the frontline as Zhukov wishes.  However, not more than 3 korps (of any kind), 6 tank brigades, and 9 rifle divisions may be deployed in the Kalinin Front zone.  (Zhukov could keep ALL his units in the Western Front zone, if he wanted to do so.)  On the 1st turn only, the attack factors of Russian units are doubled both for odds computation and exchange losses - thanks to the opening "Katyusha" (and much more) bombardment.  (Watch https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5hSTTPkp2x4 )
Victory Conditions - At the moment of victory determination - the end of the opposing player's player-turn of the last turn -  the following victory points are awarded.
1. von Kluge receives 1 point for each German defense zone - but not each defense zone hex - having a German unit of any kind in it and in supply, Undisrupted or Disrupted.  Zhukov receives 1 point for each German defense zone having no German unit in it.
2. Zhukov receives 5 points each for having Rzhev or Gzhatsk isolated and 5 more points each for taking and keeping it in Russian supply.  Zhukov receives 2 points for each other city or town taken and in Russian supply.
3. For every German infantry and cavalry division and kampfgruppe eliminated, Zhukov receives 2 points - for every complete panzer division 4.
4. For every panzer division permanently (and irretrievably) removed from the game - in numerical order, when removing reinforcement panzer divisions - von Kluge receives 6 points turns 1-3, 4 points turns 4-6, and 2 points turns 7-9.  A withdrawn panzer kampfgruppe is worth half that.  For each of the whole, reinforcement panzer divisions von Kluge deploys into the game (even if later withdrawn), Zhukov receives 4 victory points.  A deployed reinforcement panzer division can be withdrawn, but its final withdrawal is counted as happening 3 turns after it actually leaves the mapboard.

GAMETURN SEQUENCE - note the asymmetric recovery from Disruption:
·	A. Zhukov/Russian Player(‘s) Turn 
·	1. Fortification of any Undisrupted rifle units Zhukov wishes.
·	2. Operational movement of player's (various) Undisrupted units.
·	3. Ground attack allocations, and then ground combat resolution and immediate tactical advances after combat.
·	4. Russian units' sustained supply status determination.
·	B. von Kluge/German Player(‘s) Turn 
·	1. Fortification of any Undisrupted infantry units von Kluge wishes.
·	2. One reinforcement panzer division per turn, in numerical order, arrives on the southern mapboard edge, if von Kluge so chooses .
·	3. Operational movement of player's (various) Undisrupted units.
·	4. Recovery from Disruption of Russian Disrupted units in supply and not being attacked.
·	5. Ground attack allocations, and then ground combat resolution and immediate tactical advances after combat and recovery from Disruption of Russian player's Disrupted units in supply and not re-Disrupted by the attack.
·	6. German units' sustained supply status determination.
·	7. Recovery from Disruption of all German units in supply.
Note:
A unit may be operationally moved only once per game-turn by the owning player.  A unit may additionally be tactically moved more than once - advanced after a successful attack it has participated in or retreated in defense during the opponent's combat resolution phase.

